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the complete design solution.  

Offering a unique full-service experience for discerning clients, Studiojos in collaboration 
with FREE-MAN have developed a one of a kind complete design solution tailored to 
luxury projects including private residences, luxury hotels, boutique property 
developments, superyachts and private jets. Combining two leading design powerhouses 
in their prospective fields, clients are guaranteed a rich knowledge and experience in both 
the interior architectural and build-stage and also the interior styling and completion stage 
to maximise efficiency, with dedicated teams for each segment of a project.

Design Director and founder Joss Knight of Studiojos has significant experience in 
designing and delivering high-end projects across a range of residential, multi 
residential, commercial and hotel / hospitality sectors. His experience has proven 
invaluable in managing large-scale design and construction projects with great success in 
delivering the finest level of detailed design. 

Managing Director Jack Freeman of FREE-MAN offers a global reach like non-other to 
develop and curate a fully-resolved interior design project unique to its occupier. With an 
international concierge team of interior designers and stylists, product engineers, custom 
manufacturing workshops and long-standing partnerships with some of the world’s finest 
craftsman and retailers, FREE-MAN are able to guarantee significant cost savings as well 
as provide direct access to limited edition, bespoke product around the globe, seamless 
installation and deliver a dedicated after-care service. 





STUDIOJOS
Interior Architecture & Project Management 

Studiojos is a multi-disciplinary design practice with an expertise and focus on 
creating bespoke luxury one of a kind projects internationally.  With a collaborative 
approach and focus on cohesive timeless design at its core, the studio is grounded 
by a rigour of simplicity and modest character. The aesthetic of Studiojos merges a 
strong sense of scale, form and material with an eclectic and unique story, brought 
to life by our founder Joss Knight and curated studio team.    
 
The immense knowledge base of the team, with individual interests, creates adapt-
ability and flexibility matched with new-age thinking and ideas. Offering a dedicated 
focus on exclusive projects each year, the understated boutique studio is dedicated 
to creating finely detailed spaces built to outlast changing fashions and be calming 
sanctuaries for our discerning clients. 

Services:

Interior Architecture & Design 
Design & Documentation 
Project Management 
DA Submission 
Concept Design 
3D Rendering 



FREE-MAN GALLERY
Interior Design & Styling

The art + design concierge by FREE-MAN GALLERY offers a global reach like 
non-other for private clients, architects, interior designers and luxury property 
developers to present, source, procure and install some of the worlds most 
exclusive fine art, and designer be-spoke furniture, lighting and accessories.

As a dedicated full-service styling service, clients receive access to limited edition 
products, specialist custom manufacturing, VIP trade pricing, exclusive events, 
international procurement technology and specialist after-care service.

Services: 

Custom Furniture & Lighting
Custom Rug Design 
Styling & Accessories 
Procurement & Installation
International Shipping
White Glove Delivery






